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Lean-out
This column for this issue will mainly be one

of apologies and explanations.

I received a phone call from USCA President
Larry De Vos on May 2nd, basically saying I had
upset and insulted some USCA members with my
term, "Leadwing".  If that is indeed the case, I
certainly apologize.

I have been a motorcyclist for nearing 36
years and have owned some 45 machines myself,
in addition to testing 80-some other machines.
One of my machines was a 1978 GL1000.

One of my own current machines is what I
refer to as an "Uglycoast"... my term for the
PC800 Pacific Coast. In fact, I further joke that I
now only own "ugly" motorcycles, since I sold
my last Triumphs.

The point here is, right or wrong, I enjoy
motorcycles and motorcyclists and sidecars and
sidecarists and I also like to joke. I make fun of
what other people ride and I expect to have fun
made of what I ride. I show up at HOG rides on a
lot of brand "X" bikes, like my KLR650, which
will outrun most Hogs. And yes, the term "Hog"
is generally used to describe H-Os.

If you and I showed up somewhere on
identical bikes or rigs, I'd probably find a way to
make fun of it too. But it wouldn't be to make you
mad. It wouldn't be to insult you for your choice
of machinery.

I suppose I am in error to overlook the fact
that there are many motorcyclists out there that
are dead serious about what they own and ride,
and regard other brands as vermin and anything
short of praise for their marquee as blaspheme.

But I'm not one of them. I'm a motorcyclist
before being any kind of brand fanatic. If you
ride, that's fine. I don't care what. I just forget that
not every one feels that way and in the future I
will attempt to be "politically correct" and watch
what I put in print that may offend readers. After
all, it is not my job to be alienating readers, but
the reverse, to try and put out a publication for
USCA membership that is hopefully enjoyable
and helpful.

In another unfortunate instance, the last
issue (May-June) had shipped to the printer and
was being printed, when the sad news arrived
that Mike Phillips had been killed. I felt extra
bad, because the issue being printed, joked
about Mike and his duct tape job on his ST1100.
You see, I had just camped next to Mike at the
Brass Monkey.

At the same time, I also received the
belated news of the passing of Ed Pierce. Ed
was a USCA member and owner of Camp-
ground St. Regis, one of our long-time support-
ing advertisers on the Manufacturers and Ser-
vices page in the SIDECARIST. Condolences
have been since sent to both families, and
elsewhere in this issue will be found more
commentary on these deceased sidecarists.

For those of you who may have wondered
what happened to the Fox Barks column, no, we
didn't fire Larry De Vos or muzzle him. Besides,
we can't fire him because the President doesn't
get paid, anyway.

What has happened is that Larry had his
old computer printer go kaput, and one thing led
to another and he wound up with a new com-
puter, then another. Through all of this, Larry
has found out that the new computer doesn't
operate like the old one and some of the material
he had stored for use is proving to be a problem
to get at. The end result is that Larry is so busy
trying to figure things out so that he can get out
his own HOOSIER HACKS news letter, that he
either hasn't had the time or the printer capabil-
ity to get any input sent in.

As if enough sidecar people haven't been
taken from us lately, as closing deadline ap-
proached for this issue, Doug Bingham sent in
word of the death Clyde Earl, who many west-
ern sidecarists were familiar with because of his
involvement with running the old motorcycle
movies at the Griffith Park Sidecar Rally. More
on his passing and involvement are mentioned
elsewhere in this issue.
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Letters
Letters should be addressed to the SIDECARIST,

P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040. All letters are
subject to editing for space considerations and clarity.

SPREAD THE WORD.
Dear Editor:

Just received a note from Paul Meigen, Redactor
(Editor?) of PRECESSION. He is also the VP of the
SCCF, the French Sidecar Association. Marc Thouret
is their overseas contact. Marc's address is: Hameau du
Bois, 50470 Tollevast, France.

Paul is gathering material for a world wide
catalog on sidecars. The catalog I built several years
ago is now hopelessly out of date. He asks if the word
can be spread to potential contributors such as technical
articles on sidecars in the USA, photos of rigs, adver-
tisements from manufacturers, brochures, photos, etc.

Those who can help are invited to contact Paul at
1 Rue du Commandant Lerondeau, SOISSONS
02200, France.

Would appreciate if you could help to spread the
word. It took me over a year with lots of help from
others in many countries to build the Sidecar Catalog
for the USCA. Paul will need all the help he can get.

Keep the right wheel down,

Hal Kendall #2 Houston, Texas

NEEDS EQUALEAN INFO.
Dear Editor:

I have an Equalean sidecar which reads: Frame
#270, Frame Type GW78, Manufactured Date 10-5-
83.

I have brackets like the pictures I am sending. I do
not know how to mount the brackets. The chap I
bought it from, thinks it was on a Honda Goldwing
1200. I would like to know what kind of bikes I could
put this on (eg.) if it would fit a Honda CB750?

Also, inside the sidecar, it has two buttons for air
control. Is there supposed to be a compressor some-
where? What is the air to control, the tilt of the sidecar
or bike, or the lift of the sidecar.

If you have any brochures or parts list regarding
this, I would be very glad to receive them,

Marvin Cooper Pinawa, MB, Canada

[We've been asking within USCA, about the
information you're after, but as yet, have no input. If
any USCA member happens to have an old installation
manual, we'd love to see a copy of it.

As you probably know, Equalean has been out of
business for some time. Back in 1981, we had one for a
test at ROAD RIDER, and although I didn't write up
the test, I did ride the rig home one evening, on my 172
mile commute.

My own observations on the Equalean was that it
was capable of falling over and did not provide the
rigid stability that many of us desire in a sidecar for
purposes such as snow, mud, ice, etc. I also think the
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Letters..
semi-lay-down passenger position was less comfort-
able than more traditional, upright seating sidecars.

However, it did provide a very unique ride, much
like riding a solo motorcycle, and did offer added
carrying capacity.

The ROAD RIDER test was in the April 1981,
issue, and indicated that the air controls were indeed
for an air compressor, that varied the sidecar suspen-
sion through a Monroe air shock.

Incidentally, the test bike was a Honda 750F, but I
suspect each motorcycle required a specialized set of
mounts for the motorcycle side of the articulating
parallelogram "struts".

Elsewhere in this issue, look for a reprint of the
original RR article -- ed]

FROM TRIKE TO HACK.
Dear Editor:

Thanks much for the letter you wrote me, and
maybe with this return you can see how more of my
thinking is.

My trike is a Shovel FLH with a swingarm
conversion, and the front wheel has never left the
ground, without the help of a jack. I know all about
those VW trikes... my wife can lift the front end right
up with no problem.

When I learned to ride, 25 years ago, I took it nice
and slow... everyone at that time were driving like nuts.
When I was learning about the trike, the same thing, so
rest assured that the same will hold true with the
sidecar.

I have enough health problems now, and don't
need any more.

I will say that you have scared me a little about
the right turn. You didn't say about speed when you
make those turns? Now, on the trike, if it is a sharp
right, I have to slow down a lot, maybe to second gear
and work my way through the turn. Take it fast and you
better have some strong arms to hold the front end fight
that it gives.

Most people that have tried my trike wonder how
in the heck I do it! One came back after a while and

told me that his arms felt like they were coming off...
that's why they have gyms.

I am told that the sidecar doesn't have this much
fight to them. True or false?

John Del Sesto Smithfield, RI

[There is no specific speed to watch out for in
right hand turns. It varies with the given combo, and
like the trike, you have to start slow and learn what
happens... and when.

And like I say, starting out with a right hand circle
in a big, empty parking lot, is the safest place to learn.

My own rig is an old '83 Honda Nighthawk with
a Watsonian Monza hack. 41,000 hack miles. I can do
some pretty good maneuvering with that rig and have
caused comment from more than one solo biker who
didn't think a hack could get through curves that fast.
Fact is, I used to love to take it on local poker runs and
try and "push" the slower big bikes through the curves,
then pass them, especially on poor roads.

However, say, with a test Harley rig (factory), I
am amazed how easily the hack wants to come up.

I also did a small impression test with the new
Ural 2WD rig, up north of Seattle. The dern cobby
Ural outhandles both my rig and Harley rigs! Course, it
has a leading link front end which acts like power
steering. With my rig and a Harley, you do build up
some arm muscles.

OK, a properly set up rig will cruise down the
highway with little or no pull. However, change the
camber of the road, the load in the hack, the wind, etc.,
and you will get pull. One way or the other. If you have
a "leaner" rig, you can tune that out. Leaners, aside
from the old Flxi, out of production Equalean or the
later Flexit (which all lean with the bike through a
parallelogram arrangement), come in two forms: Those
with a pivoting lower set of mounts and an adjustable
top mount or mounts; Or those with standard solid
frame mounting but adjustable height sidecar suspen-
sion which in effect raises or lowers the hack, and
thereby tilts the actual motorcycle. The results are the
same on the latter two... you in effect, vary the lean of
the bike to compensate for the load, wind, camber of
the road. -- ed]
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Letters..
WANTS SIDECAR PLANS.
Dear Editor:

I have recently purchased a 1975 Honda CB750
and would like to fit it with a sidecar.

Since I am pretty handy and I want a very
functional look, I thought I would build it myself. In
fact, I want the rig to look military when I am finished.

By trade I am a paint and coatings chemist, so
that portion I have down. Unfortunately, I cannot seem
to locate plans.

I got your name and address through an inquiry
on the internet, and hope you can give me some
direction. The best case scenario would be to find a
book that tells how one might do this. Also, I might
look into purchasing a stripped frame and shell, which
could be adapted to my specific purpose.

I would also like information on joining the
USCA and receiving any of your newsletters and/or
publications.

Justus G. Medley Memphis, TN

[Membership and publication information have
since been sent to Mr. Medley. However, any USCA
members with "plans", are encouraged to send them in
and we'll pass them along ed]

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Editor:

When I joined the USCA, I thought I was being
part of an association that had a common interest in
sidecars, and meeting and doing everything related to
sidecars.

So far, everything seems to be the other way. The
members don't want to receive any calls, or their
numbers are not listed. If you didn't want to be in-
volved, why did you join the USCA?

In Florida, you list 16 members. So far, not one of
them contacted me. I was hoping we could have a little
rally here. All your rallys are held in Wisconsin,
Michigan, Illinois, Pennsylvania. These are quite a
ways for us to attend.

I wrote Jim McManus three times, you had my
picture in the SIDECARIST, so far no action. We are
very unhappy with the way things turned out. I don't
think I will be renewing my membership

Delancy Starkes #55047 Flagler Beach, Florida

MORE OPTIONS.
Dear Editor:

In the recent May/June issue, Mary McFarland
wrote requesting information regarding a rig with
electric start and reverse. There are a few more alterna-
tives which come to mind.

A Dnepr, Ural or Chang Jiang, modified to take a
BMW motor, mated to the Russian transmission, will
have both these attributes. It is a relatively simple
conversion, which any competent and slightly adven-
turous shop should be able to figure out.

I got my Beepr ('83 Dnepr with a '79 BMW R65)
from Andy Rainwater. Andy could probably be
convinced to build another one. Mine has had some
teething problems involving the clutch, which needs to
be built from pieces of several models of BMW. I
believe we have these problems sorted out, as I have
ridden this rig daily all winter and spring without
further problems.

This is an extremely versatile and rigged rig to
operate. I would recommend staying away from the
two wheel drive versions, as there are some reputed
weaknesses in the final drive train which might be
exacerbated by the additional power of a BMW engine.
In the same vein, I have been told to stay away from the
more powerful BMW motors. Even so, I would be
tempted to try an R80, as the R60 is a little anemic.

If Dr. Neil can not locate an MZ outfit, he might
also consider a Russian or Chinese outfit, or any of the
BMW machines mated to one of the many suitable
sidecars available. If he wants a bike which was
designed for sidecar use, the /2 is an excellent choice.
and can be upgraded to an R90 motor and mated to a
new Ural, Dnepr, Sputnik, or Velorex hack, for less
than the price of a new MZ. The MZ does look like a
wonderful rig. I don't know what the problem is with
locating an actual rig; I suspect it is due to a lack of
capitalization of the dealer network. If he has not done
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Letters..
so already, I would advise contacting Philip Cheney,
37 Harding Drive, Ridgefield, CT 06877, (203)438-
0701.  Mr. Cheney has an established BMW dealer-
ship, and is adding MZ to his line.

[Ditto Iron Horse Motorcycles, 3842 East Grant
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716 (602)327-0773 - ed]

People interested in learning more about East
Bloc motorcycles and sidecars may wish to join the
Red Menace Motor Register. Send $5 to Dave
Najarian, 5596 Donats Pk. Rd., Kempton, PA 19529.
The RMMR is prospering, nearing 300 members
world wide. Parts for both the Russian flat twins and
the Chinese CJ750, have been arriving in the US
through various avenues, as well as exciting new
models from MZ. We have had lots of interesting
correspondence from abroad, where the East Bloc
bikes have enjoyed broader acceptance than here. Our
news letter continues to improve and we are all quite
proud of Dave's efforts as editor. Technical advisor,

Andy Rainwater, has acquired a supply of new and
used parts for the Russian Ural and Dnepr rigs, as well
as some new parts for Chinese Chang Jiang flathead
twins. He is looking into repro parts for Russian
military sidecar equipment. Andy can be reached at
(405)466-2580.

Vernon Wade #4849 3717 Neal Cr. Rd. Hood
River, OR 97031 (503)354-1688

WANTS SPORTSTER HELP.
Dear Editor:

I am trying to set up a 1994 Harley Sportster for a
hack. Do you know of anyone making "Earles type"
leading link forks for this model?

Also, I would like to find a set of two into one
pipes that exit on the left side of the bike to be more
"passenger friendly".

Pete Nelson #585 Edgewater, Florida
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In Memorium
ED PIERCE. 1925-1994

[VALLEY PRESS/MINERAL INDEPENDENT, October 5, 1994]
G. Edwin Pierce, 69, of St. Regis, passed away of a heart attack Wednesday,
Sept. 28, just outside of St. Regis, as he was beginning a motorcycle trip to
Evergreen, Colo. to visit a daughter.

Pierce was born on March 23, 1925 in Omaha, Neb. to the Reverend and Mrs.
George Pierce. His family later moved to the east coast.

On August 7, 1947, Ed married Ruby Miles in Arlington, Virginia. After his
career as press courier for the wire services in Washington, D.C., they formed
Pierce & Pierce Realtors, a successful real estate business on Oxon Hill,
Maryland.

The Pierces moved to St. Regis in 1974 and purchased what is now
Campground St. Regis.

Ed was vice president of best Holiday Trav-L-Park Association, and a member
of the BMW Motorcycle Owners Association, the American Motorcyclist
Association, The United Sidecar Association [USCA #3155] and the National
Rifle Association.

He is survived by his wife, Ruby; two daughters, Gail Pierce of Evergreen and
Diana Solomon of Tybee Island, Georgia; and his brother, James Pierce of
Muldraugh, Kentucky.

[MONTANA BMW RIDERS, OCTOBER 1994 NEWS]

As most of you already know, we lost one of our club's most colorful
characters last Wednesday - Ed Pierce of St. Regis. The story goes that Ed
suffered a heart attack just as he was heading out aboard his bike for a family
visit.

Although the bike left the road, the Mineral County Sheriff's department
confirmed the cause of death as heart failure and not the accident. He suffered
no pain. Ed was a very skilled rider of 50-plus years, along with his other
talents including linguistics, music, and history.

Hey, let's face it - he could give you an earful on just about any topic you
chose! A real neat old guy. We'll miss you, Ed, and think of you riding that
two-lane striped anaconda-of-a-turnpike through those pearly gates. And to
Ruby, his wife, and the family, our prayers and thoughts.
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In Memorium
CLYDE EARL, 1928-1995

[FREE 2 WHEEL, May 1995]

Motorcycle film historian Clyde Earl passed away at his
home in Inglewood, CA, on March 21, 1995 at age 67.

Clyde's love for motorcycles and racing began in the
1940s. He raced at Crater Camp and on the Big bear Run.
He also helped racers on the Greenhorn Enduros change
tires and make repairs as an employee of Johnson Motors.
He began working for Triumph Motorcycles in 1956 and
was national sales manager for Triumph until 1975.

Clyde filmed motorcycle races for film and TV. He
assisted in the preplanning of On Any  Sunday and served
as film historian for On Arlx Sunday II. He penned many
articles and reviews of films for magazines, including
CYCLE NEWS. He planned and operated "Cycle World
Theater", showing films at the annual Cycle World Show
during the 60s and 70s.

After leaving Triumph, Clyde worked for various
motorcycle dealers and was one of the leading authorities
on Triumph motorcycles. he began "Clyde Earl Vintage
Video", specializing in motorcycle race films. His son,
Tom Earl, will be continuing on with the video business.

Clyde will be missed by many in the motorcycle and film
industry. He is survived by his wife, Mary Lou, and his
children, Diane Phillips, Tom Earl and Julia Earl.

[Personal note: Clyde and I were old friends from the
Triumph days and Cycle World Show... built Clyde a
Triumph 650/Globe G.S.200 outfit. Nice! He had it for
years. Also, Clyde had been doing outside saturday night
movies at the Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, around 20 years.
Neat guy. Have a good ride, my friend -- Doug Bingham]
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In Memorium
MIKE PHILLIPS, 1934-1995

By Ian Kennedy
Mike Phillips (Aug. 2, 1934 - Mar. 22, 1995),

was the Gentle Giant of Motorcycling.

Jan and I first met Mike after an invite to the
Bigfoot in the North Rally, Kitimat, Canada, in 1994.

Rod Hooper arranged for us to borrow Mike's
1982 Goldwing rig and Zephyr sidecar, to ride from
Portland, Oregon, to Kitimat, B.C. In return, we would
loan Mike a bike when he came to visit Australia, in
1995.

Mike met us in Seattle, and drove us to Portland,
showing us Mt. St. Hellens and its devastation of the
area, on the way down.

We enjoyed his hospitality for a few days as he
fitted up the rig for us. Then we headed off touring
Nevada, California, then up north to Vancouver, to
meet other members of the Bigfoot Sidecar Club, and
off to Kitimat.

Mike Phillips waves a good-by as he and passenger Jack Fassel get ready to leave Portland,
Oregon, for the 1994, Brass Monkey in El Golfo, Mexico. Mike, a native of Montana, spent

most of his life in Oregon. In 1990, Mike was the USCA National Rally Director.
Photo: Courtesy of the Jack Fassel collection.

After the enjoyable rally, we toured B.C., then
returned the rig back to Mike, who entertained us for
several days again, enjoying his humor and hospitality.

Mike said he would be in Australia, early in
1995, and he wanted to see our mountains, deserts and
the Outback. So I purchased a NX650 Honda road-
trail bike for him.

We met Mike at Melbourne Airport on a fine
sunny March morning. We drove him through the city
(downtown) and down Elizabeth St., where there are
always over 400 bikes parked or for sale, every day.
Then we toured through the Gardens of Melbourne
and out into the country.

On the way to Maffra (200 Klms. east) we
showed Mike the power stations of the Latrobe Valley,
where 85% of our electricity is produced. Also the
huge brown coal open cut mining operations.

After a lunch stop at an Aussy pub, for a feed of
lamb and a cool Aussy beer, we headed onto Maffra, a
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quiet country town of 4,000 people in a strong dairy
and beef growing area. We live on the edge of town on
a small Hobby Farm.

Maffra is one hour's drive from the coast and one
hours drive from the mountains and snow fields
located in the south east corner of Australia.

Mike spent 12 days at our place. First we fitted
the pack rack to where it suited him, and bigger foot
pegs and a larger side stand to support the bike. Then
road testing, as I wanted everything to be right, before
he headed off, as he planned on riding it for six months.
We did much riding together so as he could get used to
riding on our side of the road and our traffic rules.

Mike visited the old gold and timber towns of
Dargo and Licola.

Another day, I introduced him to trail bike riding,
lending him a Yamaha TT350. This was totally
different to him, as we rode part of the trails that we are
using for the Australian Enduro Championships, in
May, 1995. The rough, rocky trails being only four feet
wide with steep hills covered in Gum Trees and the
lush valleys lined with Tree Ferns, some up to 20 feet
high. Although the pace was slow, Mike really enjoyed
the experience, stopping all the time to look at the
wildlife, especially the colourfull birds.

We visited parks with Kangaroos, Emu's, Walla-
bies, etc. Mike was fascinated with the colours of our
birds, especially the Roselle Parrots. Another day, a
mate and myself took Mike fishing on the Gippsland
Lakes. He enjoyed Jan's home cooked Aussy meals
and was always full of questions about our food, signs,
etc., and why Australians don't have to tip for service.
He asked many questions about our farming, as we had
to drench the cows and irrigate the pastures whilst he
was here. He even repaired a fence whilst I was pasture
harrowing.

I also showed him through the ESSO Oil and
Gas Plant at. Longford (the largest in Australia), where
I work.

I introduced Mike to classic bikes and gave him a
ride on my 1950 A.J.S. 500cc fitted with a Dusting
sidecar. After getting used to starting it, he soon

mastered the gears, as they are on the right side with
first being up and all the others down! Another day he
rode my CB1100F Honda outfit fitted with a HRD
sidecar. he reckoned that was all right and would
borrow it later in his trip. Mike stayed with us for 12
days and was a guest at the Maffra Sale Motorcycle
Club's general meeting, where he made many friends.
he stayed for our son's 21st birthday party, where by
now he was the Local Bloke that talked funny, again
making friends as only Mike could.

He left Maffra at 7:15 a.m. on monday 20th
March, to ride north to Queensland to visit a longtime
friend in Yeola. He rode through our coastal resort areas
then over the mountains to Canberra, our Capital City.
Then onto Sydney and Newcastle. He intended to ride
up via the Coast road.

Someone must have talked him into heading
inland towards the Newall Highway on the edge of
Australia's vast deserts.

On Tuesday night he stayed 50 Kilometers out of
Narrabri, and next morning rode onto Narrabri, and
after another 35 Kilometers and waiting at some
roadwork, rode on north and hit a van head on whilst
passing a semi trailer.

He had traveled some 3,000 Kilometers in
Australia, in his two week stay. A rider of Mike's
experience doesn't get caught out passing. I believe
Mike could have had dust on his visor and got caught
with the early morning sun (8:30) and lost vision. It is
obvious to me that he did not see the van ahead.

He died instantly...

To Mike's family, Jan and myself offer them our
deepest sympathy, as do all of his newly formed
Australian friends that he made Down Under.

We know how much his dry wit will be missed in
Portland, Vancouver and all the rallies that Mike
attended.

I shall always remember setting up the bike and
building the special pack rack, and Mike would say:

"Kennedy, you are allright, I don't care what your
wife say's about you."

In Memorium..
MIKE PHILLIPS, 1934-1995..
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Profile
DAVID L. HOUGH

By Ed Johnson
The United Sidecar Association, Sidecar

Safety Program, has a new staff member. he is
David L. Hough, and he will take over the task of
curriculum development.

David L. Hough is a longtime motorcyclist
and journalist. Dave and his wife Diana, live near
Port Angeles, Washington, about 80 miles north-
west of Seattle, in the northwest corner of the
continental USA. For those having difficulty
with pronunciation of the Flemish name
"Hough", it rhymes with "rough" or "tough" (or,
for you vintage enthusiasts, "Brough".)

The Houghs enjoy travel, especially by
motorcycle. They have toured extensively
throughout the western United States and west-
ern Canada, on both two wheels and sidecar
outfits.

Over the years, their machines have in-
cluded models of Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, Moto
Guzzi, Marusho, and BMW, including a Moto
Guzzi outfit famous for its hydraulic leanout
control. Their current machine is a 1980 BMW
R-100T in touring trim, capable of either two-
wheeled or sidecar operation.

Dave studied Industrial Design at the
University of Washington, and hired on at The
Boeing Company as a Technical Illustrator in
1958. His continuous 35-year career at Boeing
centered around various forms of training graph-
ics, with the final decade in writing, directing
and producing complex instructional videotapes
for commercial pilot training. He retired from
Boeing after his final work, Volcanic Ash Avoid-
ance, was distributed to jet pilots worldwide.
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For most of Dave's Boeing career, the
Houghs lived on an island across the water from
Seattle, and Dave took up motorcycling as a
good way to beat the ferry traffic. Today's moto-
commuters on Washington State ferries may
believe that the ferry system decided motorcycles
should go to the head of the line, but the tradition
really got started by Hough and his pals sneaking
past all the waiting autos and trucks. After a few
years the ferry system assumed motorcycles were
supposed to load first, and painted bike waiting
areas at the heads of the docks.

What few Northwest motorcyclists know is
that Dave waged a war of words with Washing-
ton state which ultimately reduced motorcycle
tolls to an equitable rate. Until he started his
campaign, motorcycles were being charged
almost the same rate as automobiles. The state
finally tumbled to his concept of half the car rate.
When he took up a sidecar for winter commut-
ing, the system wanted to charge the auto rate for
his three wheeler. But with the state's file already
jammed full of Hough correspondence at Olym-
pia, Dave had little problem getting the ferry
system to offer sidecars the same toll as two-
wheeled motorcycles. And the outfits went to the
head of the dock with the two-wheelers, natu-
rally. Of course, it helped that the gas crunch of
the 70s made "fuel saving vehicles" desirable.

Dave's daily motorcycle commute to and
from Seattle, lasted for more than 25 years,
providing many practical ideas for motorcycle
articles. His writings, photographs, and illustra-
tions have been published in various motorcycle
publications, including ROAD RIDER, BMW
OWNERS NEWS, CYCLE CANADA, CYCLE
WORLD, WING ELITE, THE SIDECARIST
and HACK’D).

Hough is perhaps best known for his photos
and articles in ROAD RIDER magazine. His
motorcycle writing career started with a travel
piece about a trip to British Columbia, back in
the early 70s. Subsequently, he contributed many

Profile..
DAVID L. HOUGH..

"safety" articles, based on presentations he made
to the Boeing Employees' Motorcycle Club.

Just prior to ROAD RIDER becoming
MOTORCYCLE CONSUMER NEWS, he was
recognized by a special Excellence In Journalism
award from the Motorcycle Safety Foundation,
for his work. Since Dave considers the term
"motorcycle safety" an oxymoron, he shares his
ideas about risk reduction under the heading
"Proficient Motorcycling", currently appearing in
MDTORCYCLE CONSUMER NEWS. He also
contributes travel stories, product reports, and
book reviews.

 Since the Houghs had covered much of
western America already, Dave flew his BMW to
England, in 1980, for a seven week "mid-life-
crisis" trip that included the Isle of Man, France,
Spain, Switzerland, and Germany.

In 1983, Diana and another motorcycling
couple joined him for seven weeks of motorcy-
cling through England and central Europe.

In 1984, he flew to South Africa to join a
Beach Tour that crossed the country on BMW
GS dual sport machines.

1986 saw Dave and Diana riding to Scot-
land, wales, and southwest England on a bor-
rowed BMW.

In 1994, Hough made a quick trip to En-
gland, Isle of Man and Ireland. Dave has also
covered a Desmond tour through the Swiss/
French/Italian Alps, the introduction of the
BMW K1 in Italy, and most recently the BMW
R1100R in California.

Dave had conducted several "Road Sur-
vival" courses in the 70s, so he decided to get
serious in 1981, earning his motorcycle instruc-
tor certification from the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation. After his lobbying efforts helped
establish rider training in Washington state, he
subsequently became certified by the Washington
State Department of Licensing. He continues to
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Profile..
DAVID L. HOUGH..

teach the Experienced Rider Course several
times each year.

Some of his ideas on rider training from the
early 80s were incorporated into MSF training
materials and publications, such as the Experi-
enced Rider Course, and the recently-released
book Motorcycling Excellence.

He served as Safety Coordinator of the -
Boeing Employees' Motorcycle Club for more
than ten years, providing a monthly safety tip for
the newsletter plus a live presentation for the
monthly club meeting. Dave is occasionally
cajoled into giving talks on travel, riding skills,
and sidecars at motorcycle rallies, club meetings,
and banquets, especially where free food is
involved.

Even with time out for a full time job at
Boeing, writing articles, motorcycle travels and
conducting rider training, Dave and Diana found
time to manage and direct the Puget Sound
Motorcycle Tour, an annual five-day event
known for friendliness, pleasurable sightseeing,
humorous banter, and good food. Typical of
Puget Sound Tour "awards" was the full-sized
red crab required to be worn on a string around
the neck of any participant found to be "crab-
bing" about anything.

Somehow, even with all the motorcycling
and political stuff going on, Dave and Diana
built a house on Bainbridge Island, sang in their
local church choir, acted in community drama,
and raised two children -- both now with families
of their own. At last count their extended family
included three grandchildren. In preparation for
Boeing retirement, they moved to Sequim, where
their house almost washed away in a sudden
flood. having survived the river disaster, they
subsequently moved to farm country near Port
Angeles. Their only "child" at home these days is
a Maine Coon cat "George", weighing in at a
muscular 16 pounds.

While Dave obviously understands both the
theory of instruction and the instruction of

theories, he also has considerable practical
experience in how things work. In college he
built boats and taught sailing. He is an accom-
plished illustrator, photographer, mechanic,
carpenter, plumber, and electrician. Dave de-
signed their new home, supervised construction
and did much of the detail work himself. For the
record, he digs a fairly good ditch, but his fences
tend to wander a bit.
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Industrial News

Barker, Barker Bavelsky, International
Merchants, announces that the Sputnik 3 Sidecar
is once more available in the U.S.

Manufactured by the IZH Motorcycle
Company in Izhevsk, Russia, the Sputnik 3
offers an all metal body, heavy gauge metal
tubular frame, and independent brake and shock
system, making it suitable for use on virtually
any motorcycle, of any displacement, according
to the importer.

It has a hinged bonnet that lifts up to allow
easy entrance and exit, and an adjustable foot rest
for the passenger. There is also a locking trunk.
Also included are a windshield, tonneau cover,
step, and ball mounting brackets and swing arms.

SPUTNIK 3 SIDECARS

Specifications include:
Length 6ft.3in.

Width 3ft.7in.

Height to top of windshield 4ft.2in.

Weight 205 lbs.

Maximum payload 231 lbs.

Tire size 3.5x18 in.

Price $850.00

Sidecars are FOB Springfield, MA.

Dealer inquiries are invited.
Contact Barker, Barker, Bavelsky,

198 Florida St., Springfield, MA 01109.

(413)737-3248, (800)258-4958.
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Rig Test
URAL 2WD - IMPRESSIONS

By Bob Anderson
Back in early March of this year, I had the

opportunity to ride up to Seattle, Washington, and try
out one of the first Ural two-wheel drive "Sportsman"
rigs, to clear customs.

This is a modified standard Ural as tested and
reported on earlier in this publication, with the differ-
ences that the Sportsman has the added drive to the
sidecar wheel, and an attachment on the sidecar
outboard nose of a 10 liter liquid container.

As far as the second driven sidecar wheel goes,
they added a new housing to the rear end of the
motorcycle with a spider gear and take off for the hack
wheel, which is angled a bit forward for the sidecar
"lead".

As can be observed in the photo, all U-joints are
exposed. As with standard autos, if a wheel looses
traction, the power simply spins that wheel... like in
"Flying the chair".

Handling does have its differences from a regular
single wheel drive sidecar as on acceleration there is no
sidecar lag. But on deceleration, without using the
brakes, the handling has a surprise: No sidecar push,
but rather a lag like on take-off with a one wheel drive.
Yup, you push the handlebars the opposite to keep a
straight line against the sidecar pull.

Since the rig was relatively new, with no miles on
the engine, and the day was a nasty 38° and wet, I took
a very moderate ride with the outfit. Besides, this
combo featured knobby tires all the way around, which
gave the impression of wandering around a bit because
of the flex of the knobs.

Of course, two-wheel drive Urals sold in this
country will be fitted with DOT approved tires on the
motorcycle and sidecar, and only have a knobby as an
interchangeable spare.

Stay tuned for an update as I am supposed to get
more time on a test outfit in mid-June.
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Rally
DOO-DAH SIDECAR RALLY

By Spencer Bennett
The 1995 edition of the Doo-Dah was held

at Village Creek State Park, just south of Wynn,
Arkansas, on April 7-9. The earlier date this year
was due to the Easter weekend being our normal
April 15 weekend. In this part of the country, the
weather in April is always questionable, but this
year the early part of April was beautiful and the
turnout this year was very good with about forty
adult people in attendance and eight children.

The rally began on friday afternoon with the
rally staff arriving about 1:00 and getting the
sites reserved, the banners up and the coffee pot
going. By 2:00, all was ready and folks kept
trickling in all afternoon, and even into the night
with Ryan and Rita King of Lexington, KY,
getting into the campground after dark.

The first activity of the rally took place on
friday when Mike Dale and Barbara Lassiter
hosted a chili dinner for the rally participants.

Early morning chores: Davied Masner and Jon Clayton work on breakfast;
Campout banners in foreground.

The chili was great and the fun of cooking it was
made even better by their having made it up at
home and brought it over in frozen blocks -which
took about two hours to get thawed and ready to
eat. This time allowed the wonderful aroma to
drift through the campground and waken the
appetites. Nothing is better than good chili in an
outdoor setting and the group proceeded to do it
justice. Barbara's homemade from scratch
cornbread really went well with the chili --
although it usually does not accompany chili in
the South, apparently it is a New England idea.
The chili was followed by roasted marshmallows
over the campfire and a chocolate pound cake
provided by Margaret Burnett, and then an early
bedtime for most.

Saturday morning was absolutely the best
spring morning you could imagine and
Davied masner and Spencer Bennett were soon
preparing breakfast with omelets to order, toast
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Rally..
DOO-DAH SIDECAR RALLY..

Ind coffee for all hands. Once the group of 16 or
so was fed, and the dishes cleaned  up, the group
headed out for a guided nature trail walk pro-
vided by the Park Naturalist, which covers the
ecology and evolution of Village Creek State
Park.

About the time the nature walk was over, it
was time for the lunch ride over to the Great
Southern Hotel in Brinilley, Arkansas, where 22
folks showed up for lunch, and that many motor-
cyclists and sidecarists almost caused a traffic
jam. After lunch, the afternoon's activities were,
as it says in the tour books, on your own. One
group rode down to look at the Louisiana Pur-
chase Monument, another went riding up
Crowley's Ridge, and some went back to the park
to just kick back. At 4:00p.m., Mike Galbraith
rounded up all the children who were interested,
and went to the "SNAKES!" program put on by
the naturalist, and the kids really enjoyed it.

At 5:00p.m. the official Doo-Dah Rally
ceremony took place. At this ceremony, Ryan and
Rita King were recognized as having come the
farthest distance to be there (from Lexington,

Kentucky) and the three one year subscriptions to
HACKIE) magazine (provided by Chris Dodson
of HACKID), were given as door prizes to Arla
Hill, Davied Masner and Barry Phillips. Spencer
Bennett also took this opportunity to thank all
those who work so hard to make the Doo-Dah
the great low key event it is.

Saturday's activities concluded with an
impromptu spaghetti dinner, with the left over
chili as the sauce base and Mike Dale's imagina-
tion as the catalyst. Saturday night passed
quickly and wonderfully with the story telling
around the campfire and the great fellowship that
makes this sort of event so rewarding.

Sunday morning found everyone up early
and getting packed up so as to be on their way.
This year everyone was able to pack up dry as
there was not even a heavy dew. This year's Doo-
Dah Rally had a great location, great weather, but
most of all great people in attendance which is
what makes it as much fun as it is.

See you at Village Creek State Park on April
12-14, 1996, for the next edition!

View of Ryan and Rita King's GL-1500/Calif. III rig and campground.
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Rally..
DOO-DAH SIDECAR RALLY..

Afternoon
session --

left to right;
Mary

Bennett,
Walt Hill,
Deborah
Fowler's

back, Mike
Galbraith,
Eric Faires.

R80/Velorex of
William Bray,

from Memphis,
TN, seen at

Doo-Dah '95.

Breakfast at
Doo-Dah

'95 -- left to
right;

Davied
masner,

Rick
Coffman,

Jon
Clayton's

back, Mike
Galbraith.
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Campout
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Everything Else
MOTORCYCLE TOUR & TRAVEL

In mid-May, MOTORCYCLE TOUR &
TRAVEL, hit my PO Box and the newsstands,
with their July 1995 issue, marking the third year
and fourth issue of this bi-monthly, relatively
new, East Coast-based publication. Readers who
haven't as yet seen a copy can get more informa-
tion by calling; (800)875-2997, or you can send
your name, mailing address and check for
$11.97, to MCT&T, P.O. Box 3000, Denville, NJ
07834, and start a year's sub.

Hall of Fame Inductees
When the March 1995, issue of the MU-

SEUM REPORTER arrived from Sturgis, SD,
this year's National Motorcycle Museum and
Hall of Fame Inductees were announced, to
include: Ed Kretz, Sr., Donnie Smith, Erwin
Smith and Walter and Lucille Timme. The
induction will take place on August 9, 1995 at
9:00a.m. at the Phil Town Best Western Motel in
Sturgis. Admission is $20 per person with a limit
of 300. For more info contact the Museum at
(605)347-4875.

B. Jan Hofman’s Birthday Surprise
B. Jan Hofman, editor of AIRMAIL, News-

letter of the AIRHEADS BEEMER CLUB,
recently got caught at his own surprise birthday
party, but if he mentioned any numbers, they
were fairly well hidden in the text. BMW Boxer
riders, not familiar with the ABC, should send a
S.A.S.E. for membership info to P.O.B. 178913,
San Diego, CA 92177.

Ball and clevis mounting kit
In the rumor mill department, word is that

Perry Bushong, BMW of Ft. Worth, has gone
into production of a ball and clevis mounting kit
for Velorex sidecars. For info, contact him at 816
South Sylvania, Fort Worth, TX 76111.

HACK’D Award to Kurt Liebhaber,
Jim Dodson, HACK'D magazine, just

announced in his Spring issue that their 4th
annual award for sidecar shop of the year, went
to S.C.F. Kurt Liebhaber, one of USCA's long
time advertisers. The award is based on the
number of nominations sent in from satisfied
sidecarists.

BMW engine swaps
For those of you contemplating swapping

engines in Ural or Dnepr rigs, for late model
BMW power plants, it should be pointed out that
BMO Sidecar Conversions is still in business
doing this kind of work. For info, contact
Eckhard Schulz at 400 Colborne St., Midland,
Ontario L4R 2K4 Canada, (705)526-2558.

Vinyage Sidecar Accessories
Sidecarists with, ah... earlier motorcycle

accessories will be interested to know that Vetter
and Califia shields are still available, as well as
Calafia saddlebag lids, from Swanee & Co. Inc.,
1550 S. Main, Milton-Freewater, OR 97862.

These folks also manufacture the Pacifico
fairings and hard luggage.

Ozzie Auer suffers a heart attack
On a more serious note, the SIERRA PA-

CIFIC SIDECARISTS latest newsletter an-
nounced that Ozzie Auer, Ozzies BMW, Chico,
CA, suffered a heart attack during the Daytona
Bike Races in January. He subsequently under-
went triple bypass surgery. As Alan Huntzinger
puts it, health insurance won't cover the entire
bill and while Ozzie is not asking for help, his
friends are. A fund-raiser was scheduled for May
13, 1995, and donations can be sent to the Ozzie
Auer Medical Fund, c/o Tri-Counties Bank, P.O.
Box 2207, Chico, CA 95927.
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Local sidecar club doings.
SIERRA PACIFIC SIDECARISTS, 1281 Avis

Drive, San Jose, CA 95126,

HOOSIER HACKS, 2208 S. Jefferson, Muncie,
IN 47302,

NORTHERN ILLINOIS SIDECARIST, 3400 W.
Juniper Ave., Joliet, IL 60435,

Keystone Sidecar Group, SIDEKICKS, J.J.S. &
Associate, 5924 Wallace Ave., Bethel Park, PA
15102,

Bigfoot Sidecar Club, FOOTNOTES, 6115
216th St. RR11, Langley, B.C., Canada V3A-
6Y3.

TEXAS HACK PILOTS & CLASSIC MOTOR-
CYCLES, 816 S. Sylvania, Ft. Worth, TX
76111,

THE CHAIR, Canadian Sidecar Owner's Club,
Ted Bielski, 94 Longview Court, London,
Ontario, N6K 4J1.

In each contact requesting membership
information, it helps the club or group, when you
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

As summer approaches (hard to believe at
press time in May, with drizzle requiring wind-
shield wipers!) there IS(!) going to be heat
behind that efficient fairing on your motorcycle
or windshield on your hack. Remember how hot
you got last summer? Well, get some Baker Built
Air Wings from Baker Built Products, Inc.,
11877 Walnut Grove Church Rd., Ohio City, OH
45874, (800)451-WING or (419)965-2646.

Windshield not quite tall enough to fend off
the summer bugs? Call up (800) 868-7464 to get
a free catalog from SAENG/TA Corp. and check
out their various wind deflection add-on accesso-
ries, to increase the effectiveness of your existing
windshield.

Bugged by headshake on your rig? Can't
locate a suitable steering damper? Try contacting
Storz Performance Inc., 239 S. Olive St.,
Ventura, CA 93001, (805)641-9540. If you're
rich, send 'em $4.00 for their catalog.

Everything Else
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Tire Survey
SIDECAR TIRE SURVEY RESULTS

By Ken Hansen
The main reason for my doing this survey of

rear tires on sidecar outfits, was to find out if
there was a tire I could use on my sidecar rig to
get more miles per tire.  I also thought it would
be a good way to learn how to use some of the
programs on this computer of mine. The latter
may have been a mistake!

I requested information from the readers of
HACK'D, THE CHAIR and the SIDECARIST.
Each of these publications were helpful in print-
ing my request at least twice. I also posted a
message on America Online, a computer network
that has several motorcycle forums. The re-
sponses to this were less than I had hoped for. If
more people send me their information, I could
add it to those already received and an update to
this article could be done. One person even
managed to wear out a tire after his first letter and
sent me an update.

These charts in the adajacent column show
the response broken down by location, make of
motorcycle, and make and model of sidecar. The
differences in totals is due to one person sending
in information on two outfits.

To keep things simple, I chose to plot on bar
graphs the motorcycle type tires separate from
those running car type tires. This is because of the
difference in mileage reported for the radial type
car tires would have made all the motorcycle tires
look close to each other by comparison. This
would have made it difficult to make any judg-
ments on which motorcycle tires were actually
better. One thing that surprised me was the large
difference in mileage reported for the car type
tires. It would appear that bias ply car tires do not
hold up any better, and in some cases not as good,
as standard motorcycle tires. (This was, in a way,
good news to me because I had been considering
one of these for my sidecar rig.)

On the other hand, the people who are
running radial tires reported anywhere from just
under 24,000 to over 49,000 miles. It's my under-
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standing that these tires cost about the same or
less than motorcycle tires. This, along with the
reduced number of times you would have to
mount and balance the tires, could offset the cost
of modifying the rear wheel to accept these tires
in a few years.

One person reported trying to fit car type
tires to motorcycle rims and experiencing
sidewall failure when inflating. He also said he
did manage to this successfully with one tire. I
would caution against this as the force released
when there is a failure can be deadly. There is a
difference in the bead area dimensions between
car and motorcycle rims.

Two people had their rear wheels modified
by the same company and seemed satisfied
enough to send me the company's name and
address. Economy Motor Works, 2134 S. Tucson
Ave., Tucson, AZ 85713, phone (602)623-7699.
One of these rigs was a BMW K75 and the other
was a BMW K100LT. I'm not sure if they work
on other bike's wheels but it might be worth a
call. The one bike I saw a picture of looked very
nice.

There is an article in the January/February
issue of the SIDECARIST that suggests a way to
install a 15 inch wheel from a 1984 Goldwing on
a Goldwing 1500, to enable the use of a Michelin
165 SR 15 car tire. Due to the large number of
Goldwing 1500s out there running sidecars, this
would seem to be an idea that should be more
common. Maybe someone with machine shop
access could start a business doing these conver-
sions for other sidecarists.

Tire Survey..
SIDECAR TIRE SURVEY RESULTS..

Also check with EML USA, 4011 Forest
Park Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108, phone
(314)531-4010. They do conversions on several
popular motorcycles for their own sidecars. They
might sell just the wheels if a person wanted to
convert to car type tires. Also a source for tires is
Zisser Tire, 9990 West Florissant, Dellwood, MO
63136, phone (314) 869-0600.

I was asked if it was possible to run a
standard motorcycle tire on the front and a radial
car type tire on the rear of a sidecar outfit. I was
once told that if I put a radial on the rear, I would
have to convert the front to the same style tire.
The only thing I can say is the BMW K100LT
that I have a picture of from Arizona, appears to
have a stock front rim and tire. Maybe if he sees
this article he will write and let me know how it
is working out for him*. He's putting miles on
his rig while guys like me in the frozen north
have to keep busy writing articles about sidecars!

It's hard for me to make a decision on
motorcycle tires due to the small sample I have.
It would appear that the Dunlop 491/Qualifiers
are giving the best mileage (I'm not sure if there
is a difference or if it's just the way people chose
to list them) with the Bridgestone Tours coming
in second.

[* It just so happens that the owner, Ruben
Guerra, sent in information on his rig that is in
the following article. People who have not
responded to Ken's survey are still welcome to
send him information at: 1400 RTE 321,
Elbridge, NY 13060 -- ed]
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Tire Survey..
SIDECAR TIRE SURVEY RESULTS..

Avon-S.M. Mark II: average of two;
Dunlop-491 Elite II: average of two;

Dunlop K177 average of six;
Dunlop K291T: average of two;

 Metzeler MBS: average of three.
Continental, Metzler, and Michelin: No other information available.

Note:
In response to Ken Hansen’s query on whether it

was possible to run a standard motorcycle tire on the
front and a radial car type tire on the rear of a sidecar
outfit - I, for one have tried this and have found abso-
lutely no problem.  Because of the inherant pecularity
of an sidecar outfit, stability is inherent.  I have put
radial tires on the sidecar or auto balloon tires or radial -
can determine no change in handling.  Have also put a

radial tire on the rear, an auto balloon tire on the rear, or
a cross-ply tire on the rear.

The only thing in that auto tires do respond more
to how a sidecar rig is driven than do solo motorcycle
tires.  What you do not want are stiff sidewalls and a
round or Vee profile.  You want a flat profile and a
flexible sidewall - Hal Kendall - added 11/30/2005
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Wheels
CAR WHEEL CONVERSION

By Ruben Guerra
I'm writing to brief you on what experience I've

had with tires on my sidecar and why I went to the
wheel-car tire conversion.

I have used Metzeler ME88 130/90H17 rear tires
almost exclusively until recently when the ME88s
became hard to come by locally.

I tried Bridgestone 130/90H17 511R; the tire
with the hard center and softer sides, but found them
not to have the load rating of the MEB8s, and they
provided very low mileage. The last tire I installed was
a Dunlop 491 Elite II. This tire appears to be superior to
the ME88, but I only put about 2,000 miles on it before
switching to a wheel that mounts a 145/15 radial car
tire that will (hopefully) outlast several "soft" motor-
cycle tires.

The most mileage I ever got, after experimenting
with various toe in alignments, was about 7,000 miles.
I have reduced the toe in to 3/8 inch, about half of what
the factory set it at. The rig has electric lean-out so I can
trim out for varied road conditions and speed. Rate of
wear came to about 1/32 inch per 1,000 miles. This is
on paved roads traveling at speeds between 60-75
miles per hour.

However, since most of OUT
trips are long distance and I don't
relish the thought of having to have a
new tire installed at some unknown
dealer along the way, I have removed
tires with much tread remaining, so as
to make the trip on one tire. This
becomes a drain on limited touring
funds. The only way to go is with an
automotive tire on the rear. The tires
on the front have lasted as long as on a
solo motorcycle but tend to wear
mostly on one side, as do the rear. The
tire on the sidecar shows very little
wear and in almost 50,000 miles, I
have only replaced one, and that was
because I was making an extensive
trip into mainland Mexico, and
wanted to start out with fresh rubber.

It's my experience to use the touring tire with the
highest load range, try for the lowest amount of toe-in
and more lean-out, and if possible, use an auto type tire.
Of course these are my opinions based on my experi-
ence on my particular rig. I believe that a properly set-
up sidecar, providing the optimum tire wear, is the
result of a lot of trial and error and living with the best
compromise.

The car tire installed is a 145/15 steel belted
radial, and since it is smaller in diameter than the
original by 9.2%, according to my "SWAG" (scientific
wild abstract guess), my speedo now has about a 10
mile per hour error on the fast side and my RPMs are
higher for the same speed because of a slightly lower
ratio with the smaller wheel.

I did not get a good check on my fuel mileage as I
have not refueled yet, but gas mileage does not seem to
have been effected much, in fact, it may have improved
a bit. The engine definitely turns easier and has more
grunt accelerating through the gears.

The adapter/wheel combination is made by Weld
Racing and was put together for me by Lowell Neff, of
Tucson, Arizona. Lowell's address is: Economy Motor
Works, 2134 S. Tucson Ave., Tucson, AZ 85713.

(602)623-7699.
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Tires
TIRE WARNINGS

By Hal Kendall
I have noticed, with ever growing concern

the words of warning concerning the fitment of
15" auto tires onto 15" motorcycle wheels. In a
word -- Don't do it! Each year dozens of people
are killed fitting tires to rims. True, the majority
of these are caused by fitting truck tires onto split
rim truck wheels that were not properly seated.
The force stored in an inflated auto tire is the
equivalent of dropping a large stone off the top
of the Sears Tower in Chicago or the force stored
in a half stick of dynamite. Know your enemy.

This problem came to my personal attention
several years ago when one of our USCA mem-
bers sent me several graphic photos of new
165SR-15 tires that had blown during fitment
onto a 15" Goldwing motorcycle rim. That size
has been used by several members with great
success as far as tire life is concerned - once the
tires have been fitted. And that is the rub. In
follow-up research we found that most tires that
blew were in the 145/155/165 sizes, but we did
find an occasional 125/135 blown tire.

The Guerra rig with wheel-car tire conversion. The BMW wheel was removed, a special
adapter attaches to the existing BMW four-lug hub and provides a five-lug setup for the

automotive wheel. Photo: Ruben Guerra.

Motorcycle tires and auto tires are built to
very different criteria. The modern motorcycle
tire is designed to maximize the features required
by a solo cyclist such as the motorcycle is leaned
into corners so the tread profile is rounded or
Vee-shaped, the tread climbs up to around the
middle of the sidewall, and the sidewalls are very
stiff. On the other hand, the auto tire needs a very
flat profile, flexible sidewalls, and tread on the
sidewalls is not required. Other features include
the shape of the rim with respect to the intended
tire width. A 4 inch wide auto tire needs a 5 to 6
inch rim whereas a 4 inch wide motorcycle tire
fits easily onto a 3 to 3-1/2 inch rim. The 4 inch
wide tire, when fitted onto its intended 5-1/2"
rim will have the designed flat profile when
inflated to its design pressure and if loaded to no
more than its design load. On the other hand, if
that same 4" wide auto tire is fitted to a narrow
3-1/2" rim then the tire will become physically
distorted; it will be thinner than its design width,
its rolling diameter will be larger than the design
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diameter, and the tread profile will be rounded; it
will have lost its desired flat profile!

These extremely different characteristics
suggest that under no circumstances should they
ever be interchangeable. However, the motor-
cycle, with a sidecar attached, has lost its identity
with the solo motorcycle and has now taken on
the characteristics of an auto. Like the search for
the Holy Grail, it has ever been a quest of side-
carists to install auto tires onto their motorcycle
rims to enjoy the benefits from such a marriage.
In some cases, the marriage is fruitful and deliv-
ers the promised long life. In other cases it is
disastrous and the tire blows up in your face.

Of all the usable possible tire combinations,
only the 15" auto tire is a potential candidate for
any conversion, although another possible
combination is the 4.50x18 Balloon tire used in
some older autos. (I have fitted this onto my
Laverda/Watsonian - of course gearing must also
be changed). However, the 125SR15 and the
135SR15 are very good sizes for many sidecar
outfits. Note the size differences. Motorcycle
tires are the 120, 130, 140, 150, etc. while the car
sizes are 125, 135, 145, 155, 165, etc. This was
by design to maintain each tire group separate.
The design 15" motorcycle rim is 15.080" while
the design auto rim is 14.968" - reference - Letter
from J.F. Pacuit. Executive Vice President, The
Tire and Rim Association, Inc., April 16, 1987. It
was never intended for the smaller 15" auto tire
to ever be fitted onto the larger 15" motorcycle
rim.

Continuing the story, our member read of all
the benefits of others who had fitted 15" auto
tires to their 15" motorcycle rims and wanted to
enjoy these benefits also. He went to a local
Firestone dealer who in his ignorance tried to fit
the 165SR15 tire onto a Honda 15x3 rim. That
tire exploded in the Firestone dealer's shop
during mounting. Mistakenly believing that the
tire was defective the dealer gave the member
another new tire but refused to mount it. The
member, with the help of a local friend, tried to

Tires..
TIRE WARNINGS..

mount it themselves with the same results. This
time the friend got struck in the chest and had a
few ribs broken as a result. He was lucky. As
mentioned, several are killed each year mounting
tires. The member came to me with the photos
and asked my assistance to get Firestone to
replace the second tire that exploded. He was
very disappointed that I not only refused, but
gave him a summary of this letter.

You see, the reason why the tires explode
during fitment is very simple. The steel belts that
make up the rim cords are NOT rings of steel,
but are many steel wires of a definite length. The
rubber is molded onto and around the wires. The
tires are NOT designed to be inflated to any
pressure beyond its design pressure, normally 32
psi, although you will probably never have any
concern if they are inflated to perhaps 40, maybe
45 psi maximum. When taken to pressures of 80
to 120 psi the rubber just peels away from the
steel rim belts and the tire explodes. Special tires
can withstand 80 to 120 psi but these special tires
are NOT auto tires!

I have run a 135SR15 tire on a 15" Honda
rim that I had cut out from a Honda cast wheel
then had it welded to aircraft welding specifica-
tions onto my Laverda wheel hub. The rim
diameter was also cut down to receive the auto
rim specs. The tire mounted at only 40 psi. Use
lots of slick soap. Also, use repetitive cycles of
pressure up—deflate until the tire seats correctly.
NEVER NEVER inflate to any pressure higher
than the manufacturer intended, and never mount
an auto tire onto an unmodified motorcycle rim.

There is no problem reversing the proce-
dure. When you want to take the sidecar off and
re-fit the motorcycle tire, just use an unmodified
motorcycle rim. Never fit a motorcycle tire onto
a motorcycle rim that has been modified to
accept an auto tire.

The bottom line - never fit an auto tire to an
unmodified motorcycle rim. You may be lucky,
or not.
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Touring
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA

By Billie Stone
We were up early saturday morning. Bill

wanted to wash the rig before the morning
parade and I needed to wash clothes. There was a
laundromat just across the alley from our room.

Both of us were ready to gather with the rest
of the riders for what the rally folks called the
Parade of Chairs at 10:30. We rode down the
main street and then through some of the residen-
tial section, to return to the Riverlodge. It seemed
a bit odd to have a parade and very few people
watching from the sidewalks, but perhaps it had
not been advertised and also -- it was raining.

After lunch we returned to the Riverlodge
about 1:00, for the "Official Welcome" -- only to
find most of the sidecar rigs disappearing up the
hill towards town. The reason was to pick up
some of the permanent residents of the hospital
and bring them back for the ceremonies. As
Kitimat has no nursing home, one wing of the

In the two previous issues, Billie and Bill Stone have traveled north for the Bigfoot Rally, with a side "detour" to Hyder,
Alaska, seeing so many trees, waterfalls, lakes and rivers as to identify them as "Et Cetera". In this final installment,
Bigfoot In The North wraps up, and our travelers ramble south for home.

hospital has been converted for full time resi-
dence. When the rigs returned with seven resi-
dents, we wondered just what they thought of the
ride? Surely a "first" for most or maybe all of
them.

The ALCAN Aluminum Company was
preparing for a big celebration the following
weekend and had put up a huge tent. They had
told Paul that if it rained, that the motorcycles
could be parked in there and we could have our
afternoon ceremony out of the weather.

The hospital residents were taken out of the
sidecars and put in their wheelchairs. Clowns
appeared, making figures out of balloons and in
general, brightening up the crowd. The Mayor
and some townspeople arrived along with a
couple of policemen on their bicycles, and a very
special guest -- a member of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. Paul had told us that he had to
"twist the mans arm" to get him to put on his red
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Rally guest -- member of Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

One of the hospital residents. Was she frightened?

coat and complete uniform.
Everyone appreciated the
"photo op", especially when he
sat on a red motorcycle!

The welcome ceremony
finally got under way -- that
was when we learned that
people there ran on "Indian
Time" -- when they got around
to it.

After speeches by Paul and
the Mayor, there was the un-
veiling of the main prop for
"photo ops" that everyone took
advantage of. It was a large
board with the rally insignia
painted on it -- holes had been
cut out where the faces were so
that live faces could peek
through.

A reporter from the TV
station was present, interview-
ing a number of people. I was
one interviewed, but of course,
never saw the program. Bill had
been interviewed on the first
day by a reporter from the local
paper. The reporter asked Bill if
he had come far and bill an-
swered that he was not sure but
had come from Southern
California. The reporter said,
"That is far". As the paper only
came out once a week, we
never saw that story either.

There was a "Three and
Two Wheel Show and Shine"
session, during which visitors
and club members "looked,
asked and answered".

Even though the light rain
continued to be present, the
group participated in games of

Touring..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

Final farewell in Terrace, where attendees went their own way.
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Diane gets the chocolate covered pickle.

Touring..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

skill. The favorite was to blindfold the driver and
have the sidecar passenger give directions to
maneuver around pylons. The blindfold was then
removed and the driver had to make a short
curve keeping the sidecar tire on boards. This
was followed by having the passenger try their
skill by throwing cans into a box as the driver
drove around it. The final phase of the event was
for the driver to try and grab a pickle in his
mouth, that was hanging from a rope, without
using hands.

I took pictures of Diane Barrie driving with
Peter smith as passenger. Diane did get hold of
the pickle, but she was making faces and "spit-
ting" for some time afterward.

Apparently the pickle was covered with
chocolate and the combination was really BAD!

After dinner, we all met in the Riverlodge
for the door prize drawings and the awards. The
local merchants had been VERY generous with

donations -- jackets, shirts, travel bags, etc., etc.
All the names were pulled and then dumped back
in for the second drawing. Bill and I each got two
prizes.

As to the awards, Bill and I monopolized
that part of the evening. We were given three
plaques -- oldest driver, oldest passenger and we
had driven the farthest. These plaques are in the
shape of a foot -- some are left and some right.
Bill received one last year for being the oldest
driver -- he now has two left and two right feet
"walking" up the wall of his office.

The saturday evening campfire went on for
some time, but we retired fairly early.

Sunday morning was departure time. Mem-
bers of the Roadrunners Motorcycle Club of
Kitimat and Terrace, who had hosted this rally,
escorted quite a number back to the intersection
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The Francis Barkley boat we cruised on.

Bill checking on securing rig on ferry in Prince Rupert.

Touring..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

in Terrace, where everyone
went their own way. I repeat --
it was a very well organized
and enjoyable rally -- that
Bigfoot In The North!

We had lunch in Terrace
and then proceeded west to
Prince Rupert, where we had a
room reservation. Our plans
included getting up early in the
morning to board the ferry for
Port Hardy at the north end of
Vancouver Island.

Monday was a long day.
We were up at 4:30a.m., had
breakfast, drove to the ferry
landing at 6:00 and boarded at
6:50. A rather consistent rain
fell almost all day long. I finally
got some post cards  written
and did some reading. Bill
wandered around talking to
people, watching a movie and
also reading. The rain stopped
only a short time before we got
off in Port Hardy at 10:45p.m.
The motorcycles board first and
also get off first -- so we were
the third vehicle to get on land.
We had 10 miles to ride to the
town, so were glad that it was
neither raining or that we had a
lot of traffic. We had a reserva-
tion, so did not worry about
where we would sleep.

Tuesday morning was still
cloudy, but it was not raining.
As we drove down the island to
the south, we gradually got into
sunshine, which was very
welcome. We were to meet our
friends in Qualicum Beach --
again, reservations had been
made so there was not the

worry of "meeting" at a certain
time.

They had told us that there
was not much to see on the
north end of the island, so we
covered the 229 miles rather
rapidly. Liz and Fred had ridden

his new Kawasaki from their
home on Cowichan Lake to
meet us. Liz usually rode her
own motorcycle, but ironically,
she had been walking on a hill
side, slipped on wet leaves and
fell, hurting her ankle -- thus no
riding for a while for her.
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Touring..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

We continued to have some intermittent rain
on wednesday, but we went sightseeing anyway.
We walked through the Cathedral Grove where
many huge old trees can be seen. We drove to
Port Alberni, where we had reservations, un-
loaded our gear and then rode north west to Long
beach, which is a wide, smooth beach about
seven miles long. Fred said that their beaches
differ from ours in that theirs are all lined with
logs that have floated to shore.

On the return trip to Port Alberni, I was the
only one that did not see the bear that was off the
road and down the hill.

We parked the motorcycles on thursday and
boarded the Francis Barkley, to take a day cruise
down Barkley Sound. This boat carries cargo,
mail, fish food to the hatcheries, passengers,
hikers, kayakers, etc. It makes many stops on its
way out to the mouth of the Sound. We unloaded
full drums and loaded empty ones, tires that
needed to be fixed for logging trucks, laundry to
be done "in town" -- you name it!

We turned around at Bamfield, but before
coming back, we got off and had lunch at a very
good restaurant.

We passed the old "Greenpeace" ship that is
rusting away in a cove. We had left about
8:00a.m. and got back at 6:00p.m.

Friday we meandered here and there and
finally arrived at the home of Liz and Fred on
Cowichan lake. We had stopped for lunch in
Coombs, which is known for the building that
has grass growing on the roof and where three
goats live during the summer time. Actually, the
goats have made a town into a tourist trap with
places to eat, gift shops, etc.

Saturday was a quiet day. Liz and I both had
washing to do. Fred took us for a ride out on the
lake in his boat.. We rested, read and talked.

Sunday we let the motorcycles rest and went
around to various local places in their car.

Monday they drove their car to Sidney, and
we rode the sidecar rig to a motel there. We left
the rig and went with them around Victoria,
where they used to live. The Commonwealth
Games were due to begin there in a couple of
weeks, so there were lots of flags flying, security
measures, etc.

For years I had wanted to visit the Butchart
Gardens near Victoria, and this was the trip
where that desire was fulfilled. we spent two
hours just walking and taking pictures. Then had
dinner in the restaurant there. it was more beauti-
ful than I had imagined, even though I had seen
the Keukenhof Gardens in Holland.

Liz and Fred took us to our motel and bade
us good by as we were to leave the following
morning for the mainland.

Tuesday we had a good crossing on the ferry
and then went to Richmond, where Bill had been
told there was a nice motorcycle museum, owned
by Fred Deeley, the Harley-Davidson distributor
for Canada.

From there we headed for the border. The
traffic was heavy, but I managed to see and get a
fair picture of the

Peace Arch. A also got fair pictures of the
huge flower beds planted to represent both the
Canadian and the U.S. flags.

We arrived in Everett, Washington, about
6:00p.m. and got settled into our room, where we
would stay for four days while a attended my
Postmark Convention.

Sunday morning we started down 1-5
towards home. We stayed

that night in Creswell, Oregon. Monday we
left 1-5 near Eugene, and again went over the
route we had taken four weeks ago. We stayed in
Susanville, California, that night and arrived
home at 4:30p.m. on tuesday.

This account is long. it was a long trip. It
was a full and very interesting month.
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Three goats spend the summer on roof of this building in Coombs, on Vancouver Island.

The Peace Arch, seen between our rig and a car as we cross border to United States.
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Reprinted from the April, 1981, issue of ROAD RIDER
Magazine by permission.
BY CLEMENT SALVADOR!

Lots of people talk about sidecars, every-
body stares. at them, but very few people have
actually been involved with them either as a
driver or a passenger. Years ago sidecars were
considered a legitimate form of transportation,
but the advent of the cheap automobile turned
them into a backwater, and they became almost
an anachronism. But a few people kept on
hacking (from the slang, sidehack, a hack origi-
nally meaning a horse for general use), for fun
rather than practicality. The sport of whisking
one's outfit over the byways was rather moribund
in the 50s, slowly regenerated in the 60s, ac-
quired a lot of new devotees in the 70s, and
seems to be off to a good start in the 80s.

The Equalean Sidecar
The Non-Sidecarist's Sidecar

Hacking has not been so popular (read:
financially remunerative) as to warrant people's
putting in a great deal of time and money in
developing new ideas, but there has been steady
progress in sidecar design, mostly by people who
are themselves avowed sidecar lovers. The
Model T is much like the Ford Escort in that it
has four wheels and an engine, but they are very
different vehicles. And much as a 1016 sidecar
might look a little like one of today's sidecars,
there has been constant improvement over the
years in suspension and mounting designs, as
well as body styles.

However, driving a conventional third-
wheel rig is very different from riding a solo
machine, because a motorcycle and sidecar go

Nice looking, all 7 feet, 8 inches and 200 pounds of it. The fiberglass body is built around an
internal-perimeter steel frame. The little keel on the front part of the sidecar is part of the front

mounting system.
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around corners bolt upright! One has to learn an
entirely new driving style. If somebody has been
riding solo for ten years, it doesn't mean that he
can translate that expertise into driving an outfit.
Basically, one starts anew.

The Equalean sidecar is a different kettle of
fish. Or sidecar, I should say. People have been
playing around with  tilting sidecars for a long
time, and now the Equalean Company has come
up with its own variation on a sidecar that will
lean with the motorcycle. New ideas are a dime
apiece, but a genuinely good new idea is rare.
And it takes a lot of effort to implement such
things, especially if the company is a small
family concern. Wally and Graydon Wallick,
father and son, are not new to the sidecar world,
being second and third generation sidecarists.
Wally's parents, Clarence and Hattie, came to
California from Michigan on a Harley-Davidson
rig in 1916.

When I was asked if I would be interested
in trying out one of their outfits, I was hesitant.
I'm not a sidecarist. I've driven a couple,
passengered a few, and never really got the knack
of them. They are fun, and I like putting around
slowly, but the idea of taking one for a test was a
little bit much. I'd have to go on some sort of trip
in order to evaluate the rig properly, and I have
never taken a sidecar very far. However, the
Wallichs ran a video-tape for me, and swore that
their outfit was much closer to riding solo than
driving the conventional rigid-mounted sidecar.
The tape was impressive, showing Equaleans
heeled over in the traditional solo sense, and not
just leaning a little, but pushing right down to the
limits of the motorcycle. They convinced me,
and I agreed to do an Impression Test.

A few days later a silvery-grey Equalean
appeared, bolted onto a silvery-grey 1980 Honda
750F with a silvery-grey Vetter Quicksilver
fairing. The motorcycle was absolutely stock,
except for airheads on the forks, but this test has
nothing to do with the motorcycle, other than

that the Equalean required something to haul it
around. I was not testing the bike, just the side-
car.

I feel that the appearance of the Equalean is
important. Most people who drive sidecars are, I
find, at least mildly exhibitionistic. There is
nothing wrong with that — most solo motorcy-
clists are, too. I am. I am probably happiest when
sweeping over a mountain road all alone, but I
have no objections to people admiring my
machine. Or my prowess on me machine. People
will admire the Equalean with its wonderfully
futuristic styling. It is nearly eight feet long, very
narrow, very pointed. Dart-like. Standard, it
comes Open with a windscreen, and a price of
around $1700. For an extra $400 it comes with a
canopy that can either cover the cockpit (for lack
of better word) or can be moved up to rest on the
nose where it acts as a windscreen. The test
sidecar came complete with canopy, and it did
look good. Awfully good. People pulled along-
side on the highway and stared; pedestrians
would forget to finish crossing the street at a
stoplight; gas station attendants would ignore the
other vehicles, but that was all right as all those
people would get out and come over to look, too.

The interior of the Equalean is carpeted
throughout, with a sling seat that can be set in
either a sitting or lying position in the matter of
one minute. With the canopy open, one sits up.
Before closing the canopy one has to undo the
two knurled knobs that secure the top of the seat
to the back of the cockpit, then lay the seat down
inside where it fits on a series of hooks welded to
the frame. One cannot sit up with the canopy
closed, unless one has an extremely truncated
torso. My six foot three inches lay down in the
sidecar with no problem. Give the passenger a
pillow and a blanket, pull the canopy over, and
you can ride right through the night.

Now for the interesting part: how the
Equalean works. On the left side towards the rear
a long, vertical shaft is attached which allows the

The Equalean Sidecar..
The Non-Sidecarist's Sidecar..
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The Equalean Sidecar..
The Non-Sidecarist's Sidecar..

rear mounting system to track up and down,
depending on the angle of lean. At the front there
are two articulated, horizontally parallel arms
which run from a bracket bolted to the

down-tubes of the motorcycle frame over to
the sidecar. The arms and the brackets form a
constantly changing parallelogram. One of the
fears of sidecar types is that the frame of a
motorcycle can be damaged by mounting a
sidecar. In days of yore, most frames were de-
signed to withstand the added stress of a rigid-
mounted sidecar, but in recent years motorcycle
manufacturers have warned against mounting
sidecars because of possible damage to the
newer, lighter-weight frames. The Equalean has
the advantage of creating far less in the way of
untoward forces than does a conventional side-
car, but still, any time one bolts anything onto a
motorcycle frame, one must be extremely care-
ful. The Equalean uses either ordinary U-bolts or
sandwiches of 1/4-inch plates for mounting
purposes, depending on the strength of the frame
tubes of the motorcycle involved. There are
torque specifications for all this, which should be
rigidly adhered to; proper mounting of any
sidecar is of paramount importance.

A small eight-inch wheel sits directly
beneath the sidecar; the total diameter, with tire,
is about 16 inches. The wheel is mounted in a
rectangular frame, the front of this frame pivot-
ing where it connects to the sidecar chassis, the
rear being attached to the sidecar via a large
Monroe air shock. In the sidecar is a small air
compressor, with the gauge and operating but-
tons tucked into the left pocket of the
motorcycle's fairing, allowing one to adjust the
sidecar suspension according to load. The upshot
of all these connections is that the sidecar is
supposed to run happily alongside the motor-
cycle, lean left or right as the occasion demands,
and in general be no more complicated to drive
than a solo machine.

The proof is in the pudding. I received a 15
minute lesson from the Wallicks. First, I learned

to put a foot down when I came to a stop, or the
rig could fall over. Eventually I learned to bal-
ance it when I came to a halt, but being as flex-
ible as it is, one has to think of the outfit as a
solo. You put the cycle side stand down when
you park it. Starting off resulted in a little front
end wobble, the same with stopping. I don't
know whether a stronger steering damper would
help. The first few miles on this machine I found
a trifle disconcerting, getting used to leaning it
around suburban corners. However, the outfit
immediately felt a lot better when I had it out on
country roads. Getting into the canyons, I found
that leaning the rig was awfully easy; I was
impressed with the ease of whipping through the
curves. The sidecar wheel is only two feet from
the motorcycle, so putting it on the shoulder is
not a major concern unless one is cutting the
corners quite close.

I prevailed on a friend, a woman who rides
her own motorcycle, to forsake her solo and
come with me to Death Valley. To tell the truth, I
did not want to be the passenger, but I did want
to find out how a passenger liked the Equalean.
We left after work one Friday, riding with the
sidecar open. As soon as we got to the high
desert, the temperature turned positively cold.
She buttoned up inside with a feathery pillow
and a warm blanket and dozed for the last 200
miles. The roads around Death Valley are gener-
ally in an excellent state of repair, as heavy
trucks and bizarre weather conditions rarely
come along to mess them up. At night, with no
other traffic, no other lights, I at times almost
forgot I was hauling the sidecar along, the motor-
cycle went around the corners so easily.

I began to feel competent. The next day I
made the run from Stovepipe Well to Scotty's
Castle at a speed which I would have considered
quite good for solo. I was leaning farther and
farther into the curves. I tried the sidecar with
and without passenger, and once having made
suitable air pressure adjustments, I found no
appreciable difference in the handling. I took the
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The Equalean Sidecar..
The Non-Sidecarist's Sidecar..

rig out on a dry lake and went around in circles.
One thing I did not do was fall over. First, I did
not want to scratch up all that nice fiberglass.
Second, I did not know what would happen if I
did. I have been known to fall over with a solo,
and I know what to expect. I do not know what
to expect if the Equalean goes over too far. I
wouldn't care to find out. My riding style with
the rig could be typed as "excessive moderation."

Saturday night we went to the Amargosa
Opera House in Death Valley Junction. Our
arrival was better than if we had come in a
chauffeured limousine, the small crowd gather-
ing to watch as my passenger exited from her
cocoon. Marta Becket's performance was excel-
lent. The crowd again gathered to watch us leave.
Flattering to the ego.

Sunday we left Death Valley via Wild-rose
Canyon, a twisting, winding downhill road. The
controls for the air pressure being easily at hand,
I adjusted the pressure for the type of driving I
was doing: tight corners at slow speed required
less pressure than flat out on the Panamint Valley
straight-away. At high speeds I noticed that if the
passenger sat with an elbow over the edge of the
sidecar, there was enough drag to alter the steer-
ing; it struck me as being quite aerodynamic,
open or closed.

The Equalean is no good at all in the rough
stuff, dirt roads and the like, as the bottom of the
front mount is very close to the ground. It can
even be scraped coming into a gas station
sharply. And the hack is not that much fun
around town; a rigid sidecar is much better at
poking from stop sign to stop light. Pinning the
mounting mechanism in order to make the
Equal-can rigid for town work, or snowy roads,
is not practical because the sidecar wheel is too
close to the motorcycle to make a stable plat-
form. What the Equalean is good for is tootling
merrily along highways and byways at reason-
able speeds. I say reasonable, because I do not
know how to drive a sidecar outfit, Equalean or

otherwise, in the same fashion that I know how
to run a nice solo with sticky tires through the
corners. As far and as fast as I took the Equalean,
it was fine. I shall let someone else take it to the
limit. Someone more qualified.

As a non-sidecarist, I like the Equalean. I
wouldn't rush out and buy one be cause for me a
motorcycle means squeezing through traffic, easy
parking, and knocking it down to the pegs in the
sweepers. As a latent exhibitionist, I loved the
Equalean. Never have I gotten so much attention.
And it certainly wasn't that difficult to learn to
drive with a modicum of aplomb.  [RR]

The front mounting system: the vertical
braces are fixed, leaning as the motorcycle
and sidecar lean, while the two connecting

arms move. The fairing had to be notched to
allow for full lean to the right.
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Careening about on the dry bed of Nevada's
Bonnie Claire Lake; the photo shows the

articulated parallelogram of the front
mounting system.

For opening and closing, the canopy has to be
lifted and pivoted rather than slid; a bit

awkward, but it works.

The rear mounting system: as the outfit tilts,
the spring-loaded bracket can slide up and

down three full feet. It does not interfere with
a pillion passenger, except said pillion would
probably not be used to having this close to

his right forearm.

And that's what would happen if the rig fell
over; the weight of a passenger would

probably serve to keep the sidecar wheel on
the ground.
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Rally
9 th Annual Griffith Park S/C Rally

Who drives around with sidecars these days?
Nobody can really claim economy. Autos are squeez-
ing mileages as high as any outfit. A three-wheeler
doesn't get a big insurance or registration break. And
the Harley Classic rig costs eight big, big ones.

Forget the economy. Convince the spouse that
having a sidecar is absolutely essential to your mental
well-being,and the happiness of the family. You've
given up nicotine, but you have to go motorcycling,
and you don't think it's right to leave the, rugrats at
home. You need — no — you must have a sidecar.

All sorts of people drive sidecars, Doc-, tors,
Lawyers. Tinkers. Tailors. Go to a third-wheel rally and
see. That's C. Mil quetoast over there, under the
flamed, full-coverage helmet, beside his turbo-charge,
quasi-street-legal kneeler. T. Smith has taken a day off
from his health-food store in order to show his
Wehrmacht Zundapp with driven third wheel, M.
Jones, with the full leathers, is an advertising exec
during the week, but prefers to spend time with her

sporty multi and even sportier open hack. Tweedy R.
Brown teaches Keynsian economics at the university
and absolutely loves his Panther sloper and Watsonian
double chair, complete with cut-glass flower vase.

Sidecars are going to be a growth in-_ dustry in
the 80's, it seems. More than a dozen different makes
are being marketed in this country. Side Strider,
California Sidecar, Motorvation Engineering, and
Thompson Cyclecars build them. Vetter manufactures
the new Terraplane. Sidecars are being imported from a
number of European countries and from India. If you
want to write to England you can buy an old-fashioned
utility box from Squire Sidecars, great for hauling lots
of groceries, sacks of cement, or a coffin.

Every year a lot of sidecar outfits gather at
Griffith Park in Los Angeles. It's a showcase. Last year
some 300 rigs were on hand. Camping was on; site.
There was a special parking area for solo machines. It
was a treat. The 10th Annual should be even bigger.

Indian Chief with Steib.

1916 Excelsior with Rogers sidecar

Off-road rig bolted onto a Yamaha Enduro.

Russian Dnieper Neval with reverse gear.
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Coming Events
July 1-3, 1995, Bigfoot Rally in conjunction with 65th Caribou Trails Rally, Hope, British Columbia,

Canada. Info: Bigfoot Sidecar Club, (604)534-6473.

July 12-19, 1995, Holiday Rally, Rjukan, Telemark, Norway. Info: Sigurdur Bjarnason, Lobergsalleen
1, N-5032 Minde, Norway.

August 4-7, 1995, Bigfoot Sidecar Club Unrally campout . Info: Jerry Kotanko, (604)534-6473.

August 7-13, 1995, 55th Annual Black Hills Motor Classic, Sturgis, South Dakota.

August 11-13, 1995, Sidecar campout and craft show, Cedar Ridge Campground, Montague, New
Jersey. Info: Elaine Rajswasser, P.O. Box 1476, Montague, NJ 07827.

September 1-4, 1995, Mirror Lake Unrally and campout. Bigfoot Sidecar Club. Info: Jerry Kotanko,
(604)534-6473.

September 22-24, 1995, Ears Across The Border. Bigfoot Sidecar Club. Info: Jerry Kotanko,
(604)534-6473. Annual General Meeting, Norsk Sidevogn Klubb, Amot, Telemark, Norway. Info:
Sigurdur Bjarnason, (47)55 29 08 08.

October 28-29, 1995, 24th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, California. Info: Doug
Bingham, (818)780-5542.

December 4, 1995 Bigfoot Sidecar Club Christmas Party. Info: Dietmar and Jeat Uberschar, 8160
Rosewell Ave. Richmond, British Columbia Canada. (604)271-1183.

January 1, 1996, PolarBear Ride, Northern Illinois Sidecarists Info: (815)478-5609.

February, 1996, Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, Mulege, Baja California, Mexico. Presidents Day
Weekend. Info: Jack Zollars, 45023 N. Fig Ave., Lancaster, CA 93534. (805) 945-2397 or Dave
Tenpenny, (602)883-8275.

Event listings should be sent to P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040, as early as possible.
Sidecar clubs and organizations are given preference when listing space is critical. Non-sidecar

event organizers should specify if categories and prizes are included for attending sidecarists.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1984 Aspencade/Terraplane, 23K, metallic beige,

garage kept, exl. cond. orig. owner. $6,850 or
sidecar only $1,850. E.C. Gregory, Box 237
Naperville, IL 60506. (708)4202233.

1980 Moto Guzzi V-50, 32K, blue/black, Quick-
silver fairing, 25 ltr. bags and top box
(Krauser),  Extra set of new tires, $2,700.
Terry Strassenburg, 18461 Martin Ave., Home-
wood, IL 60430-3210. (708)799-1289.

'84 Goldwing GL1200 with Watsonian Palma
sidecar, $5,800.00/080. '81 Goldwing GL1000
with Velorex Jawa sidecar, $3,500.00/080. '82
Cycle Mate tlr. Richard Crull, 1213 N. 2nd
Ave., Washington, IA 52353. (319)653-6950.

1991 HitchHiker sidecar, wide body, convertable
top, with cover and snap in windows, 4,000
miles. $2,500.00. Don Cook, 405 Plainview,
Jackson, MO 63755. (314)243-7511.

1978 BMW R100/7, 45K, 1K on $1,400 rebuild -
$2,900 firm, Steib S350 $3,500, Globe S350
$3,200, W201-386-6720, pks@att.com Phil
Sikora, 17 Orchard St., Warwick, NY 10990.
(914)986-8812.

Watsonian Cambridge with mounts to fit Gold-
wing 1100 or 1200 - black - double wide with
large trunk, $2,500 OBO. Duke, (313)295-
1077, Taylor, Mich. Duke LeDuc, 10240
Mortenview, Taylor, MI 48180. (313)2951077.

1990 Goldwing, lt. blue w/color matched FSII
sidecar. Low miles. $3,000 of accessories.
$12,200. Glenn Hammond, 8161 E. Kemper
Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45249. (513)8740530.

Red Menace T-Shirts, "Live to Ride, Ride to
Live" in Russian, Ural or Dnepr design. L &
XL $15+$4 S&H. Vernon Wade, 3717 Neal
Cr., Hood River, OR, 97031. (503)354-1688.

Red Menace Motor Register owners club for
Commie bikes and sidecars. Memberships,
send $5 to Dave Najarian, 5596 Donats Pk.
Rd., Kempton, PA 19529.

California Friendship I sidecar, like new, mounts
for Honda GL1500. $2,000 or BO. Greg
(804)471-5528. Greg Wakefield, 1940.
Haywards Heath, VA Beach, VA 23456.

Wanted:
Used sidecar: California II or Champion Escort.

Ellsworth L. Moury, 889 Scrubgrass Rd.,
Mercer, PA 16137. (412)662-3341.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
New windshield for Vetter Terraplane, $75. Skip

Zeller, 14 Ebbtide Passage, Corte Madera, CA
94925. (415)924- 3735 (Day (415)274-0552.)

1985 BMW K100RT w/Vetter Terraplane, 47K,
Corbin seat & backrest, Progressive springs.
New five years ago. Reliable, safe, fast and
only $5,500. George Bayard, 9102 Poppleton
Ave., Omaha, NE 68124. (402)3937517.

'88 Blu GL1500, CB, rear spkrs, spoilers, ex.
chrome, w/'90 Motorvation Form.II Ltd.s/c,
ex.fuel tnk, tilt front, elect. lean adj., lgt bars,
2 tops, covers for both. Garaged, well maint.,
50K mi., $14,000. Leron Carroll, P.O. Box
189, Skamokawa, WA 98647. (360)7953445.

1980 Velorex, black/grey. All connections for
BMW. Rear carrier. $800.00. Buddy Burbeck,
704 North 15th St., Moorhead, MN 56560.
(218)233-6766.

1981 Yamaha 1100 SC with Motorvation II
sidecar, 31K miles, red, $1,600.00. Marlon J.
Cook, 436 County Rd. a49, Sweetwater, TX
79556. (915)685-7057 Midland, TX.

1988 Honda 1100 Shadow; Motorvation Road-
ster Royale sidecar, every extra! Low miles.
Like new, $13,000 invested; $8,500 OBO.
Ken Myers, 4163 Green Trail, Webster, WI
54893. (715)866-4411, leave message.

Wanted:
M/C w/sidecar. Easy in/out a must. Prefer shaft

drive & elect. lean. Trade acre in Colo. moun-
tains. Borders Forest; leveled building site.
$8,000 value. Lyle Hamman, 14001 S. Hwy.
67, Deckers, CO 80135. (303)647-2401.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
03 Jul. 1995 Sep-Oct.  1995
11 Sep.1995 Nov-Dec. 1995
13 Nov.1995 Jan-Feb. 1996
08 Jan. 1996 Mar-Apr 1996
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
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Bookshop
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